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The Importance of Talking to Children

+ Research shows that the impact of talking to children 

even at the earliest ages is predictive of how well a 

child will do in their education in later in life.

+ Parents who pay close attention and respond to their 

child’s attempts at communication before they can 

talk, can help increase the number of words the child 

can say by the age of two.

Developmental Benefits



The Importance of Talking to Children

+ Strengthens family bonds

+ Nurtures better understanding

+ Develops empathy – in children and adults

+ Improves self-esteem and confidence

+ They become better listeners

Emotional Benefits



How to talk to Children
+ Give your full attention, be curious and take them seriously.

+ Making yourself available, think about timing 
and environment.

+ "Saying the right thing" -you won't always have the answers.

+ Show empathy

+ Validate

+ Just listen – they don't always need a solution

+ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t685WM5R6aM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t685WM5R6aM


How to Talk to Children

Difficult conversations

+ Don't be judgemental - Be aware of your own thoughts 
and feelings

+ Challenge Negative Thoughts – Do they have evidence?

+ Reframing

+ Always Remember their Strengths



Activity
• Divide into pairs, A and B.

• Person A vents to person B about a problem they are experiencing, this 
can be fictional.

• Person B displays non-verbal cues that they are NOT listening. (looking 
at a phone, no eye contact, looking at the clock etc.).

Talk for 2 minutes

• Now switch roles, person B vents their problem, but Person A displays 
active listening skills (nodding, facial expressions and other body 
language, asking questions, clarifying statements).

• Regroup and discuss.
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